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Observer Corps Report
Town of Plymouth Charter Commission
Meeting of April 25, 2022 (Hybrid – In-Person and Via Zoom)
Attendees: William Abbott, Wrestling Brewster, Betsy Hall, David Peck, Larry Pizer, William
Keohan, Frank Mand,
Following up on the decision at the last meeting to engage The Collins Center for Public
Management for assistance with drafting the new Charter, Chair William Abbott welcomed the group
that will be assisting Plymouth to the meeting. In attendance (via Zoom) were Michael Ward,
Director, Elizabeth (Libby) Corbo, and Patricia (Patty) Lloyd. The agreement with The Collins
Center (TCC)calls for an upfront payment of $6,000 with the remainder payable in the next fiscal
year upon the conclusion of the agreement (expected to be around November).
Mr. Abbott stated that since the last Charter Review Committee had proceeded through the Charter
line-by-line, paying close attention to grammar and construction, he wanted to take a different
approach with this drafting. Mr. Ward walked through the four-step process that TCC plans to use
that culminates in the actual drafting of a new Charter.
Focus on the Committee of Precinct Chairs (COPC)
Mr. Abbott referred to a list of items of possible functions for the COPC that he had provided to
TCC. (Please see attachment) Mr. Ward observed that there is not a lot out there on this topic and it
would be challenging. Of 31 towns, only 4 have a legislative committee consisting of precinct chairs.
For example, Dedham has a COPC, but it functions to review the rules and procedures of town
meeting and may hold “mini” town meetings in their district. The Town of Redding has a Rules
Committee made up of precinct chairs, and Stoughton has a Committee on Rules made up of the
Town Moderator and the precinct chairs that comes up with the town meeting rules. Plymouth is
proposing a unique legislative committee. In another town, each precinct had one person who was
appointed to the Advisory Committee.
The first item discussed was giving the COPC accountability and oversight to follow up on items
passed by Town Meeting (TMtg) and reporting back to TMtg on the items it passed. The idea is to
have some continuity to the legislative branch between TMtgs. Mr. Brewster asked if there was a way
for the legislative branch to be more involved year around; he felt that the COPC could be the voice
of TMtg between town meetings and noted that Town Meeting Members (TMM) were sometimes
frustrated that items they had enacted were not carried out. He views the COPC as “the voice of town
meeting.” Mr. Ward suggested that TCC put together a statement on the role, function and mission of
the COPC that incorporated four things that he was hearing: follow-up and oversight; continuity of
the legislative branch; facilitating TMtg rules and procedures; and reviewing the by-laws. Mr. Mand
added that the COPC needs authority, translating to authority to be heard, especially, he added, by the
Select Board (SB).
At the suggestion of Larry Pizer, a brief discussion ensued as to enforcement of the charter
provisions. Mr. Ward remarked that many towns are grappling with the issue of charter enforcement.
In some towns, the SB or Town Manager are supposed to enforce the charter. In Orleans, ten voters
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may raise the issue of enforcement and ask the SB to ask Town Counsel if the charter is being
followed. He also cautioned that some issues are temporary “political” issues that should not/cannot
be solved through a charter. Ms. Corbo said it was important to differentiate between not following
up on warrant articles and general charter enforcement which might be a personnel problem. Ms. Hall
suggested that perhaps the COPC could function like the ten voters in Orleans and ask the SB to ask
Town Counsel about issues with charter enforcement.
Mr. Peck raised the issue of conflict of interest. Mr. Ward stated that most towns rely on state law
and do not have specifics in their charters. Some towns have the Town Moderator handle conflict of
interests. Other towns feel that simple disclosure of the conflict is adequate. A discussion ensued
regarding oversight, and some Commissioners said that maybe the COPC was not the best place for
the oversight function. Mr. Mand suggested that perhaps an independent committee with enforcement
powers was the answer.
TCC agreed to draft a mission statement for the COPC and explore potential responsibilities and
powers. They will bring it to the next meeting.
Public Comment:
Joseph Hutchinson observed that the COPC was a group that might have significant powers and that
it was important the individuals have the skills and depth of experience to carry out their
responsibilities. He pointed out that he is having an issue filling out the roster for his precinct.

Respectfully submitted,
Lyle Lawrence
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